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Software Design 

The in-house EwP software has a multilayer architecture composed of web client, API 

controller, service, repository, and data layers. The web client is developed to implement 

business functions of IIAs and OLAs. This layer interacts with users in different roles for 

various ErasmusPlus activities. Since the user requirements are not clearly defined by the 

EwP platform, we used the EwP dashboard to gather user requirements. The web client is 

built using Javascript-based technologies. 

 
Figure 1. Software architecture of in-house EwP software 

The API Controller layer specializes in EwP data request/response. It handles transparent 

serialization of EwP data into the format specified by the EwP. It uses a routing method to 

map URLs to actions. This way, REST-full API is achieved. Each controller manages the 

incoming HTTP requests, decides which service should do the work, and passes the 

necessary data from the HTTP requests to the related service in the Service layer. The result 

from the service is packaged as a response and sent to the requester by the API Controller 
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layer. The outgoing HTTP requests are also formed in this layer following the same approach 

in using the Service layer. 

The Service Layer establishes boundaries of the application and defines accessible actions 

from the client-layer interface viewpoint. It encompasses the business logic of the 

application, managing transactions and orchestrating responses in the operation's 

implementation. Between the Service and Data layers, the Repository layer is introduced to 

isolate domain objects from database access code and reduce query code dispersion and 

duplication. The Repository design is particularly beneficial in this application because of a 

high number of domain classes and extensive querying. The Repository layer is used to 

access the database and to enrich the database's CRUD operations. It enables us to fill data 

from the database into memory in the form of domain entities. Once in memory, the entities 

may be updated and then persisted back to the database using transactions. The Service 

layer contains the application's business logic and utilizes the Repository layer to implement 

specific transactions involving the database. 

The data layer stores necessary data for EwP flows in database tables. Currently, there are 33 

tables actively used for IIA and OLA flows. The database tables shown in Table 1 and Table 

2 are utilized in IIA flow and OLA flow, respectively. Some tables are used for both flows. 

Moreover, stored procedures are employed for better performance. The database schema 

showing the relationships among the database tables are given in Appendix A. 

Table 1. Some of the database tables utilized in IIA flow 

Number Table Name Stored 

Procedure 

1. academicYearInfo Yes 

2. bilateralAgreementLanguageLevel Yes 

3. contact Yes 

4. educationType Yes 

5. educationTypeTranslation Yes 

6. EWPBilateralAgreement Yes 

7. EWPCatalogue Yes 

8. EWPCollaborationCondition Yes 

9. EWPCollaborationConditionLanguageSkill Yes 

10. EWPCollaborationConditionType Yes 

11. EWPIIATransaction Yes 

12. EWPLogInfo  

13. EWPOrganizationalUnitName Yes 

14. EWPOrganizationContact Yes 

15. EWPOrganizationContactInfo  

16. EWPOrganizationInfo Yes 

17. language  
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18. languageTranslation Yes 

19. ounit  

20. subjectAreaCode Yes 

 

Table 2. Some of the database tables utilized in OLA flow 

Number Table Name Stored 

Procedure 

1. academicYearInfo Yes 

2. bilateralAgreementLanguageLevel Yes 

3. EWPOrganizationContact Yes 

4. educationType Yes 

5. educationTypeTranslation Yes 

6. EWPCatalogue Yes 

7. EWPCommitment Yes 

8. EWPCourseCreditType Yes 

9. EWPGender Yes 

10. EWPLASelectedCourse Yes 

11. EWPLAVirtualCourse Yes 

12. EWPLearningAgreement Yes 

13. EWPLogInfo  

14. EWPMobilityType Yes 

15. EWPNationality Yes 

16. EWPOrganizationalUnitName Yes 

17. EWPProposedMobilityProgramme Yes 

18. EWPReceivingInstitutionInfo Yes 

19. EWPSendingInstitutionInfo Yes 

20. EWPStudentInfo Yes 

21. EWPVirtualComponent Yes 

22. language  

23. languageTranslation Yes 

24. SubjectAreaCode Yes 

 

With this multilayer architecture, we have obtained the following advantages, which are 

considered valuable in software engineering: 

 Extensibility – the functionality is easily extended without changing the existing code 

 Separation of concerns – each layer specializes in one objective and all related code 

is grouped in one layer coherently 

 Ease in maintenance – due to clear layered approach, any change can be performed 

without effort 
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In the next section, the software development methodology followed is explained. 

Software Development Methodology 

The agile and iterative approach is followed in software development. At each iteration, or 

sprint as Scrum is implemented, a feature of the EwP software or a part of it if it is too big 

to fit a sprint is analyzed, designed, and implemented. Since the design follows Model-View-

Controller pattern, for each feature or vertical slide, the model or the models are first 

prepared, then a controller, which handles HTTP requests for that model, is added and finally, 

the routing is configured, meaning that each method on the controller corresponds to one 

URL. This way, when there is a request at the endpoint on a URL, the software knows how to 

handle this request. Table 3 and Table 4 shows some of the models and controllers 

developed. Following that, all coding in service, repository, and data layers are completed. 

Once the internal workings and integrations of layers are checked, the web client is coded 

and connected to the related controller. The simplified class diagram for OLA flow is given 

in Appendix B. 

Table 3. Some of the models developed 

Number Model Name 

1. ResponseEcho 

2. MobilitySpecification 

3. RecommendedLanguageSkill 

4. ResponseIIACNR 

5. ResponseIIACNRApproval 

6. ResponseIIAsApproval 

7. ResponseIIAsGet 

8. ResponseIIAsIndex 

9. StudentMobilitySpecification 

10. SubjectArea 

11. ResponseInstitutions 

12. ResponseOrganization 

13. CommonTypes 

14. ResponseError 

15. FlexibleAddress 

16. Contact 

17. ResponseOLAsGet 

18. ResponseOLACNR 

19. ResponseOLAsIndex 

20. ResponseOLAsUpdate 
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Table 4. Some of the controllers developed 

Number Controller Name 

1. CnrApprovalController 

2. CnrController 

3. EchoController 

4. ErrorController 

5. IIAsApprovalController 

6. IIAsController 

7. InstitutionsController 

8. OrganizationsController 

9. OLAsController 

 

The next step in software development is testing. Testing gives an indication about whether 

the software works as intended. However, it is impossible to test a feature because of the 

system design of EwP. This is elaborated in the Discussion section. The deployment is 

handled by the IT Department of IZTECH. Deployment files are prepared and sent to IT 

Department. IT Department informs about the deployment. Right after deployment EwP 

validator is used to check whether old and new features are intact. 

Software Code Internal Workings 

IIA Related Code 

There are three main operations related to an IIA flow. These are “Retrieve Institutions 

Information”, “Retrieve Collaboration Conditions”, and “Review and Save”. In addition to 

these human interaction operations, there are APIs managing network interaction 

operations, which are initiated by another EwP software.   

Retrieve Institutions Information Operation 

First, institution information for both partners is retrieved. At the beginning, a university, 

which creates a new IIA, selects its institution name. In our database, to easily reach to 

university names, we store all of them at one table called “EWPCatalogue”, where we store 

university specific information such as university’s hei-id, available API endpoints, university’s 

name, erasmus-id-code etc. By using this table, all university names are loaded to the user 

interface to let the user choose the university. To load all university names from the database, 

we use a stored procedure called “spGetUniversityNamesForOrganization”. This stored 

procedure is used for user’s own university. There is a similar stored procedure called 

“spGetUniversityNamesForPartner Organization” that basically uses the same table and 

loads all university names to the user interface for a partner university. 

Based on the selected university name, all organizational units (departments) are listed to 

the user so that the desired department is selected to be included in the IIA. As following 

the same notion of storing all university names in the database, all departments are stored 
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as well, by relating their own hei-ids, in the database so that when the related user interface 

component for department selection is used, all of them are loaded to the user interface. 

The table that stores all university departments is called “EWPOrganizationalUnitName” 

which stores ounit-id and ounit-code of an organizational unit as well. The stored procedure 

that loads all departments of a selected university is called 

“spGetOrganizationalUnitNamesForOrganization”, which is used for user’s own university. 

For partner university, “spGetOrganizationalUnitNamesForPartnerOrganization” is used. 

The next two required and similar fields to be filled are IIA-ID and IIA-Code. Each partner has 

its own IIA-ID and IIA-Code that represent only one IIA for its system. Since there could not 

be any IIA without IIA-ID and IIA-Code, each university must generate its own unique IIA-ID 

and IIA-Code before sending its IIA copy to its partner. This IIA-ID and IIA-Code generation 

are required only at the beginning. After both partners get informed about partner’s IIA-ID 

and IIA-Code, the whole process is continued on the same IIA-IDs and IIA-Codes. To 

generate a unique IIA-ID, a stored procedure called “spGenerateIIAId” is used. Basically, this 

procedure generates a string, which is at most 64 character long. This string contains letters 

and numbers and must be unique. To generate an IIA-Code, we use a stored procedure 

called “spGenerateIIACode” that is more human readable and like enumerating an 

agreement (e.g., IIA-1). 

After these two fields are filled, a signing contact is selected. This signing contact information 

is the person who is in charge of conducting Erasmus+ programme related processes. The 

user should choose among these authorized staff members to sign the IIA. After that, general 

contact information is added by choosing among the same authorized staff members. The 

contact information (such as name, surname, email etc.) of authorized staff members are 

stored in the database, and all contact related information is loaded to the user interface 

when the related page that shows contact information is opened. The table that stores 

contact information is “EWPOrganizationContact”. The stored procedure that is used for 

getting contact information of a university is called “spGetUniversityContactsByHeiId”. What 

this procedure does is it basically gets all contacts of a selected university based on its hei-

id. 

Final field to be filled for institution information is to select the signing date. After all this 

information is provided, the institution information part of the IIA is completed and ready to 

be saved to the database. 

Please note that each university should fill its own institution information fields, except that 

the partner’s institution name and department name could be filled by the creator of the IIA. 

Actually, the partner institution name must be provided since the partner must be known to 

create a new IIA. 
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We save all information to the related table of the database for each partner separately. To 

save user provided data, we use a stored procedure called “spSaveOrganizationInfo”. This 

stored procedure saves data to “EWPOrganizationInfo”. In this table, all institution 

information, which is provided at user interface, is stored. Some values (like IIA-ID, signing 

date etc.) are stored directly. For some values (like university name and department), we use 

a foreign key by referring to original table’s primary key since its whole information is stored 

at that original table. Also, we store selected general contact information of an institution at 

different table called “EWPOrganizationContactInfo”. In this table, we use a foreign key to 

refer to the entries of the “EWPOrganizationContact” table. With this approach, we can store 

more than one contact information by relating with the primary key of the 

“EWPOrganizationInfo” table. 

In the case that the user wants to remove all the provided information from the DB, we need 

to remove the provided institution information for each partner separately. To delete 

entered information, we use the “spDeleteOrganizationContactInfo” stored procedure to 

delete all selected general contacts of an institution and “spDeleteOrganizationInfoById” to 

delete all remaining information from the table “EWPOrganizationInfo”. 

Retrieve Collaboration Conditions Operation 

For this operation, we specify collaboration conditions for both universities. At the 

beginning, we should choose collaboration condition type, which must be “student studies 

mobility”. After that, institution names, department names and contact information for both 

universities are loaded from the database based on the information provided at the 

“Institutions Information” page. The stored procedure that loads institutions information for 

own university is “spGetOrganizationInfo2”. This procedure brings data entered at the 

“Institutions Information” page by doing necessary SQL joins. 

The next two required fields to be selected are academic year start and end date. The 

possible academic year values are stored at the database table of “academicYearInfo” and 

loaded by using the “spGetAcademicYearInfo” stored procedure. The format of the academic 

year that is loaded to the user interface is like “20xx/20xx”. 

After selecting academic year starting and end dates, we specify the recommended 

languages that should be met by a student. The DB table that stores possible languages is 

“languageTranslation”, and by using the “spGetLanguages” procedure, all language names 

are loaded to the user interface. The DB table that stores language levels is 

“bilateralAgreementLanguageLevel”, and by using the “spGetLanguageLevels” procedure, all 

language level codes are loaded to the user interface. The user is able to add as many 

languages as s/he wants for the agreement. To add the provided language and its level, we 

use the “spAddLanguageSkillForCollaborationCondition” procedure to save the provided 

data to the “EWPCollaborationConditionLanguageSkill” table. This table uses foreign keys to 

refer to language names and levels since the original table representing language names 
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and levels exist. Also, there is another column to relate the language information with that 

partner’s collaboration condition information. 

After selecting recommended languages, the user should specify the number of mobilities 

per year for each partner. Then, the user should select a subject area which is composed of 

an ISCED-F code and ISCED clarification. Providing ISCED-F is mandatory, but ISCED 

clarification is optional. All ISCED-F codes are stored at the “subjectAreaCode” table and 

loaded to the user interface by using the “spGetSubjectAreas” procedure. Then, there is a 

field to be used for providing other information regarding the terms of the agreement. After 

that, we should provide the total number of mobility months per academic year, and there 

is a checkbox to indicate whether the student mobility is blended or not. Final field to provide 

is “study level”. This field introduces its content like the following, “Level 7 – Master”. Our 

software has 6, 7, and 8 as a level, and “Bachelor”, “Master” and “Doctorate” for education 

types. The stored procedure used to obtain the level and education type combination is 

“spGetEducationTypesAndLevels”. The tables storing level and education type information 

are “educationTypeTranslation” to store education types (e.g., bachelor, master etc.) and 

“educationType” to store levels. 

After providing information for mentioned fields, the user can save all of them to the DB . 

This saving process is carried out by the “spSaveCollaborationCondition” stored procedure, 

and the saving is applied to the “EWPCollaborationCondition” DB table. In this table, some 

columns are foreign keys because the information that it refers to exists at another table 

(e.g., subject areas). 

The user can remove all provided data for collaboration condition page from both the user 

interface and DB. We use the “spDeleteCollaborationConditionLanguageSkill” stored 

procedure to remove recommended languages, and “spDeleteCollaborationCondition” 

stored procedure to remove remaining collaboration condition related data. 

The user can copy the provided collaboration condition data to the partner, or the same 

process to provide collaboration condition details for the partner should be performed. 

Review and Save Operation 

For this operation, first all data provided from previous operations are needed to be 

reviewed. All data is loaded from the DB tables. To load institutions information data, we use 

“spGetOrganizationInfo2” for own institution and “spGetPartnerOrganizationInfo2” for 

partner institution. In these stored procedures, necessary SQL joins are made to obtain the 

desired data to be displayed at the user interface. Fields that are filled by these two 

procedures are institution-name, department-name, IIA-Code, IIA-ID, signing-date and 

signing contact. To load general contact information, we use 

“spGetSelectedContactInfoOfOrganizationInfo” for own institution and 

“spGetSelectedContactInfoOfPartnerOrganizationInfo” for partner institution. Necessary 
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SQL joins are carried out to obtain the name of the contact to be displayed at the user 

interface. 

At the beginning of the collaboration conditions section, there are fields to display the 

organizational-unit name and general contact information for both partners. The stored 

procedures used to obtain institutions information are used to fill this desired information. 

After that, to fill “academic year start-end”, “mobilities per year”, “other info”, “total months 

per year”, “blended request”, “study level” and “subject area” fields, we use 

“spGetOrganizationCollaboration Condition” for own institution and 

“spGetPartnerOrganizationCollaborationCondition” for partner institution. In these stored 

procedures, necessary SQL joins are carried out to bring the meaningful information to the 

user interface. Finally, “spGetOrganizationCollaborationConditionLanguage Skill” and 

“spGetPartnerOrganizationCollaborationConditionLanguageSkill” procedures are used to 

bring own and partner institution’s recommended languages respectively. 

At the end of this operation, there is an expression that indicates whether the IIA is in effect 

or not. At the creation of the IIA, it is flagged as false, but it becomes true when both partners 

approve the IIA. 

After reviewing the IIA, the user has 3 options that are “to save as a draft”, “sign and send 

notification” and “approve IIA”. The first option saves the IIA locally without informing the 

partner. The second option saves the IIA locally and sends the notification to the partner to 

let them know that we have created a new IIA, or we have changed the existing IIA fields. 

The third option is to approve the own copy of IIA and let the partner know that we have 

approved the IIA. 

After selecting either of these three options, the user is redirected to the page where all IIAs 

information is displayed briefly. The stored procedure that is used to obtain IIA related 

information is called “spGetBilateralAgreements”. In this procedure, all required SQL joins 

are accomplished by using necessary IIA tables to obtain the meaningful information to be 

displayed to the user. 

Sending CNR Request to Partner Operation 

If the user continues with signing the IIA and sending notification, then the status of the IIA 

becomes “Proposal” and the notification is sent to the partner via a CNR request. This request 

requires two query parameters that are notifier-hei-id and IIA-ID. To obtain the IIA-CNR 

endpoint of the partner university, we use our DB table “EWPCatalogue”. Then, we generate 

our POST request with the obtained endpoint and a body, which is generated by notifier-

hei-id and IIA-ID. If the partner university gets our CNR request, then it sends back empty 

CNR response that indicates it has obtained our CNR request. This is the first step of the 

protocol defined by the EwP, which is shown in Figure 2. 
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After that, it is expected that the partner sends an IIA-get request with the IIA-ID, which is 

provided in the CNR request, to obtain our IIA copy. When this request comes to our IIA-get 

API, which is implemented in the controller class “IIAsController”, we take the provided query 

parameters and start to prepare the IIA details as an XML. 

To include all IIA fields in the XML, we have a model called “ResponseIIAsGet”. In this model, 

we have a complex type called “IIA” that has 5 fields to represent XML data. The first field is 

to hold the partner information as a list of “IIAPartner”, which is a complex type that stores 

hei-id, ounit-id, iia-id, iia-code, signing-contact, signing-date and general contact. To hold 

contact information, we have another complex type, which is “Contact”. This type holds 

contact’s name, surname, email, phone number, etc. The second field is to indicate whether 

an IIA is in effect or not. If it is in effect, then it is true otherwise false. The third field is to 

hold the cooperation conditions information, which is a complex type called 

“IIACooperationConditions”. This type has a field to store student studies mobility as a list. 

This type “StudentStudiesMobility” holds sending-hei-id, sending-hei-ounit-id, receiving-

hei-id, receiving-hei-ounit-id, receiving-academic-year-id, mobilities-per-year, 

recommended-language-skill, subject-area, other-info-terms, total-months-per-year, 

blended and eqf-level data to be used for XML generation. We have two other complex 

types “RecommendedLanguageSkill” to hold the language and its level and “SubjectArea” 

to hold the isced-f-code and isced-clarification of the subject. The fourth field is to store 

conditions hash of the IIA. To calculate conditions hash, the cooperation conditions part of 

the XML without contact information is used. This field is used to make sure that both partner 

copies of cooperation conditions are the same. The fifth field is to hold the pdf version of 

the IIA, which is usually not used. 
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Figure 2. Workflow of IIA 

The same DB tables that are used for creating the IIA are used to compose the XML to be 

sent to the partner. All of these fields are serialized to XML to create proper XML elements 

with their values. This generated XML is sent to the partner in the body of the response. 

Sending CNR Approval to Partner Operation 

To approve the current version of IIA and let the partner know that the user has approved 

this version of the IIA, first the partner’s and the user’s conditions hash values are compared. 

If there is a match, then the user is asked for final approval and an approval notification is 

sent to the partner, which is called “CNR approval”. To send CNR approval request to the 

partner, we need its CNR approval endpoint. We access that information from our 

“EWPCatalogue” table. 

CNR approval is a POST request and requires 3 query parameters to be included in the 

request URL, which are approving-hei-id, owner-hei-id, and iia-id. These parameters form 

the body of the request. After creating the request, we send it to the partner and expect to 

get empty CNR approval response that indicates the partner has got informed that the hei, 

which is provided as approving-hei-id, wants to approve the IIA with the provided IIA-ID. 
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After the partner sends the CNR approval response, it is expected that it makes a request to 

approving hei’s IIA approval get API to obtain the approval XML. This API is implemented in 

the “IIAsApprovalController” class. The approval XML includes IIA-ID, conditions-hash and 

pdf values. The pdf fields are usually not used. 

The model that is used to store IIA approval get data is “ResponseIIAsApproval”. Inside this 

model, we have a list of “iiasapprovalresponseApproval” complex type to store IIA-ID, 

conditions-hash and pdf values. By using this model, data is serialized to the XML and the 

XML is written to the body of the response and sent to the partner. If both partners approve 

the IIA, then the status of the IIA becomes “Consensus”, which means that the IIA is in effect 

from now on. 

IIA-CNR API 

To mention about the IIA-CNR API of IZTECH, let’s consider a scenario where a university 

that chooses IZTECH as its partner university prepares a new IIA or updates the available IIA. 

When there is a new IIA or any update about the existing IIA, the creator of the IIA or the 

university making an update to an existing IIA should send an IIA-CNR request to its partner 

university to inform about the IIA details. 

The API controller class that takes care of IIA-CNR requests to the IZTECH’s endpoint is 

“CnrController”. In this class, we have a method called “PostIIAUpdateNotification”. This is a 

POST method, which reads its query parameters from the body of the request. As 

parameters, we expect to get the hei-id of the university making the IIA-CNR request and 

IIA-ID of the IIA that the partner university points to. After obtaining the IIA-CNR request, 

we prepare an empty xml response to be sent to the partner to indicate that we have 

received the request. The model to be used for creating the empty XML is called 

“ResponseIIACNR”. 

In the meantime, we send an IIA-get request to the partner to obtain its IIA copy as an XML 

file. This IIA-get request process is handled as a background service. In the background, the 

“ExecuteAsync” method is run asynchronously and checks if there is a task to execute or not. 

If there is a task, then we execute the “DoWork” method of the “IIAUpdateWorker” class, 

which makes a request to the partner’s IIA-get API. 

To be able to send a request to the partner, we need to know the URL of its API endpoint. 

For this purpose, we have a method called “GetAPILink” in the “RegistryService” class. By 

using this method, we can get the IIA-get URL of the partner based on its hei-id. After 

obtaining the API endpoint URL, we form our request URL with our hei-id and IIA-ID as query 

parameters. After that, we are ready to send a request to the partner and expect a response. 

After getting the XML response, we use our “ResponseIIAsGet” model to deserialize the 

information inside the XML. After deserializing the XML to our model, we write the provided 

information to the database by matching each field with the proper IIA tables. We first check 
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that if the provided IIA is already available or it is a new one. According to that, we either 

create a new IIA or update the available IIA in our database. We first set the partner’s 

institution information and then our institution information in the database. After that, we 

set the partner’s collaboration conditions then our collaboration conditions in the database. 

Finally, we set the cooperation conditions hash value of the IIA that the partner sent to us to 

be used for the IIA-approval process. 

After filling these main tables, there is also a DB table called “EWPBilateralAgreement” to link 

both institution information and collaboration conditions of both partners of the specified 

IIA. In this table, we have columns to reference to two main IIA tables as foreign keys for 

both partners. Additionally, the “EWPBilateralAgreement” table stores the state, last update 

date, generation date and creator hei-id of the IIA. 

IIA-Approval-CNR API 

To mention about the IIA-Approval-CNR API of IZTECH, let’s consider a scenario where a 

partner university wants to approve the IZTECH’s copy of the IIA. To approve the IZTECH’s 

copy, the partner should make a request to the IZTECH’s IIA-Approval-CNR API url. This API 

is implemented in the “CnrApprovalController” class. The method name is “PostIIAUpdate 

NotificationForApproval”. This is a POST method, and it takes three parameters that are the 

approving-hei-id, owner-hei-id and IIA-ID. The approving-hei-id is the partner that wants to 

approve the specified copy of the IIA. The owner-hei-id is the owner of the specified copy 

of the IIA. 

After receiving the IIA-Approval-CNR request, a response with an empty XML is sent to the 

partner as we do for other CNR responses. The model that is used to prepare the empty XML 

is called “ResponseIIACNRApproval”. In the meantime, we try to make an IIA-Approval-get 

request to the partner by utilizing our background service. The same background process, 

applied to IIA-CNR, is also applied for the IIA-Approval-CNR. The “ExecuteAsync” method is 

run asynchronously and checks if there is a task to execute or not. If there is a task, then we 

execute the “DoWork” method of the “IIAUpdateWorker” class, which makes a request to 

the partner’s IIA-Approval-get API. 

To be able to send a request to the partner, we need to know the URL of its API endpoint. 

For this purpose, we have a method called “GetAPILink” in the “RegistryService” class. By 

using this method, we can get the IIA-Approval-get URL of the partner, which is available as 

approving-hei-id. After obtaining the correct URL, we can create our request URL for IIA-

Approval-get with the specified approving-hei-id, owner-hei-id and IIA-ID. 

After the request is sent, we expect the partner to return a response including the conditions 

hash of the IIA. After we get the response, we deserialize that XML to our model called 

“ResponseIIAsApproval”, which basically holds IIA-ID and its conditions hash value. If the 

conditions hash of the partner’s copy of the IIA is equal to our conditions hash value of our 
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copy of the IIA, then the IIA becomes approved for both partners which means that it is in 

effect from now on. 

IIA-Index API 

We also have a method to serve for IIA-index requests. When there is a request to the IIA-

Index API endpoint of IZTECH, it is expected that IZTECH returns all available IIA-IDs of IIAs 

in the database based on the presence of the partner-hei-id. With this way, the partner can 

check the available IIA-IDs of IZTECH. 

The controller that includes the endpoint method, which is responsible for IIA-index, is 

“IIAsController”. The method name is “Index”. This method takes 4 parameters that are hei-

id, partner-hei-id, receiving-academic-year-id and modified-since. Our focus for this 

endpoint when there is a request to IZTECH’s IIA-index, is to provide all available IIA-IDs in 

the IZTECH’s database or to provide all available IIA-IDs according to the specified partner-

hei-id. 

The model to be used for serializing the data to XML is called “ResponseIIAsIndex”. In this 

model, there is a list of strings that stores IIA-Ids. This serialized XML is sent in the body of 

the response. 

Echo API 

The controller that handles requests made to IZTECH’s echo API is called “EchoController”. 

The model that is used for serializing data to XML is named as “ResponseEcho”. The partner 

university could send as many echo values as they want. Basically, what this controller does 

is it sends the echo values back to the partner university. 

Error API 

The controller which is responsible for sending error messages is called “ErrorController”. 

According to the HTTP status code, the message content changes. For example, we send a 

“method not allowed” message to the partner in the case of HTTP status code 405. To 

represent error data, we use the model called “ResponseError”. In this model, we store user 

and developer messages separately to be included in the XML that will be sent to the partner 

university. The purpose is to inform the partner university why we did not respond as they 

expected. 

Institution API 

In order to obtain the IZTECH’s institution specific information, a partner university should 

make a request to our Institution API endpoint. The API controller responsible for returning 

institutional related information is called “InstitutionsController”. This endpoint takes hei-id 

as a query parameter and this hei-id is the owner university of the API. For example, if you 

want to get the IZTECH’s information, you provide “iyte.edu.tr” as a hei-id parameter. 

The model that is used to store institutional information is called “ResponseInstitutions”. In 

this model, we have an array of “Hei”, which is a complex type. The complex type “Hei” 
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includes many fields that are hei-id of type string, other-id of type list of “HeiOtherid”, name 

of type list of “HeiName”, abbreviation of type string, street address of type “streetaddress”, 

mailing address of type “mailingaddress”, web site URL of type list of “HeiWebsiteurl”, logo 

URL of type string, mobility factsheet URL of type array of “HeiMobilityfactsheeturl”, course 

catalogue URL of type array of “HeiCoursecatalogueurl”, contact of type array of “Contact”, 

root ounit-id of type string, and ounit-id of type array of strings. Some of the types are 

complex types. 

“HeiOtherid” is a complex type including type and value fields. The example for type field is 

“erasmus” and example for value field is “TR IZMIR03”. “HeiName” is another complex type 

including language and value fields. The example for language is “tr” and for value is “İzmir 

Yüksek Teknoloji Enstitüsü”. The other complex type is “streetaddress” that inherits from 

“FlexibleAddress”. “FlexibleAddress” has fields to define recipient names, address lines, 

building number, building name, street name, unit, floor, post office box, delivery point 

codes, postal code, locality, region and country. Other complex type is “mailingaddress” 

which also inherits from “FlexibleAddress”. The other complex type is “HeiWebsiteurl” that 

includes language and value fields to represent the website URL of the university. 

“HeiMobilityfactsheeturl” and “HeiCoursecatalogueurl” are defined but not used since we 

are not interested in the mobility factsheet and course catalogue urls. Another complex type 

to mention is “Contact”. This type includes fields for contact name of type array of strings, 

person given names of type array of strings, person family name of type array of strings, 

phone number of type list of “phonenumber”, fax number of type list of “phonenumber”, 

email of type array of strings, mailing address of type “mailingaddress”, street address of 

type “streetaddress” and role description of type “MultilineStringWithOptionalLang” which 

includes language and value fields. The example for language is “en” and value is “director 

of international relations office”. 

Organizational Units API 

In order to obtain all organizational-units of IZTECH, a partner university should make a 

request to IZTECH’s Organizational Units API endpoint. It basically returns a response XML 

with ounit-id, ounit-code and name of the ounit. The controller that is responsible for Ounit 

requests is called “OrganizationsController”. This endpoint takes 3 parameters that are hei-

id, ounit-id and ounit-code. It is enough to provide either ounit-id or ounit-code. 

The model used is “ResponseOrganization”. This model has a list of “Ounit” field. “Ounit” is 

a complex type that includes ounit-id of type string, ounit-code of type string, ounit-name 

of type list of “StringWithOptionalLang”, abbreviation of type string, parent-ounit-id of type 

string, street address of type “streetaddress”, mailing address of type “mailingaddress”, 

website URL of type list of “HTTPWithOptionalLang”, logo URL of type string, mobility 

factsheet URL of type list of “HTTPWithOptionalLang” and contact of type list of “Contact”. 
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“StringWithOptionalLang” is a complex type with language and value fields. 

“HTTPWithOptionalLang” is another complex type with language and value fields. We use 

only ounit-id, ounit-code and ounit-name in our response XML since remaining fields are 

included in the response XML of Institution API. Finally, the generated XML is sent in the 

body of the response. 

Log and Transaction DB Tables 

We have a DB table called “EWPLogInfo” to be able to trace the flow of the execution. We 

use this table for both IIA and OLA. We can see the information about which API endpoint 

the request has arrived to, which method is executing, error messages, partner university’s 

response xml, what we have created as XML to be sent to the partner, etc. This table 

“EWPLogInfo” has columns to show in which API method this log is added, whether it is a 

request or response, whether it is incoming or outgoing, partner-hei-id, log message and 

date and time value of the log. 

The table that stores IIA transactions is called “EWPIIATransaction”. This table stores IIA-ID, 

conditions hash, API method name (if it is IIA-GET or IIA-Approval-GET), cooperation 

conditions part of the xml and transaction date and time of the IIA. This table is utilized when 

the IIA is requested to be approved. 

OLA Related Code 

There are six main operations related to an OLA flow. These operations are “Retrieving 

Student Information”, “Sending Institution Information”, “Receiving Institution Information”, 

“Proposing Mobility Programme”, “Specifying Virtual Components” and “Sending Learning 

Agreement”. At the beginning, all learning agreements are displayed to the user. The user 

can create a new Learning Agreement (LA) by choosing the mobility type from “Semester 

Mobility”, “Blended Mobility”, and “Doctoral Mobility”. 

Retrieving Student Information Operation 

In this operation, student related information is gathered. The student is expected to provide 

his/her name, surname, gender, nationality, birthdate, eqf level (whether it is a bachelor, 

master or doctorate degree), e-mail, isced-f-code, isced-clarification which is an explanation 

related to selected isced-f-code and student’s global id, which is actually European student 

identifier. Besides this student related information, the student chooses the mobility type, 

but in our software, we focus on “Semester Mobility”, which is usually the preferred mobility 

type for the long term. Also, omobility-id is displayed at this page, which is generated by the 

system and cannot be changed by the student. 

At the end of this operation, the user can save or reset the provided information. If resetting 

is selected, all provided information is removed from the user interface (UI) and from the 

related database (DB) table. To remove the inserted information from the DB table, we use 

the stored procedure called “spDeleteRowFromStudentInfoById”. The table that stores the 

provided information on this page is called “EWPStudentInfo”. Also, we have an 
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“EWPMobilityType” table to store possible mobility types, “EWPGender” to store genders 

and “EWPNationality” to store nationalities. Since we have these tables, we store them as 

references (FK) in the “EWPStudentInfo” table. If saving is selected all provided information 

at the user interface is saved to the related DB table, which is in this case “EWPStudentInfo”, 

by using the stored procedure called “spSaveStudentInfo”. 

Sending Institution Information Operation 

In this operation, the user enters sending institution related information. From our 

perspective, the sending institution is IZTECH if it creates the learning agreement to be sent 

to the partner. At the beginning, the user interface displays the name of the sending 

institution and all the departments of the institution so that the user can choose the desired 

department name. 

Then, the user provides the sending institution’s individual responsible information for both 

academic and administrative staff. The fields to be filled are name, surname and email of the 

individual responsible. There are two ways to provide this information. The first one is to 

type them manually to the related components. The second way is to query them on EWP 

network. If the second way is chosen, the sending institution’s individual responsible persons 

are listed with their names, surnames and emails. By selecting the name of the individual 

responsible, his/her information is used to fill the related components automatically. After 

that, there is a field to provide a phone number in the E164 format. 

After all these fields are filled, the user can save the provided information. All this information 

is saved to the DB table, called “EWPSendingInstitutionInfo”, by using the stored procedure 

“spSaveSendingInstitutionInfo”. In the case of resetting the data the stored procedure 

“spDeleteRowFromSendingInstitutionInfoById” is utilized. 

Receiving Institution Information Operation 

In this operation, the user enters the receiving institution’s related information. At the 

beginning, the user selects which institution is going to be the partner of this learning 

agreement (LA). After choosing the receiving institution, the user needs to select among the 

available departments of the receiving institution. Then, academic year is selected in the 

format of “20xx/20xx”. After that, the academic individual responsible information for the 

receiving institution is taken. We expect the name, surname, e-mail and phone number in 

the E164 format. 

After all information is provided, they can be saved to the DB table called 

“EWPReceivingInstitutionInfo”. All provided information at the user interface is saved to the 

related table by using the stored procedure called “spSaveReceivingInstitutionInfo”. To reset 

or clear the provided information from the DB table the stored procedure named 

“spDeleteRowFromReceivingInstitutionInfoById” is utilized. 
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Proposing Mobility Programme Operation 

In this operation, the user enters very important and necessary parts of the LA which is 

specifying courses. Besides that, the user inputs his/her planned start and end date of the 

mobility. After these dates are specified, the user should provide the teaching plan at the 

receiving institution. This teaching plan (actually courses) is represented as “Table-A”, and in 

this table the user specifies all the courses to be taken throughout the mobility at the 

receiving institution. 

Each table, representing courses, is split into two sub tables to represent changes proposal 

and approved changes. When a new course is added by the user, it is directly saved to the 

table of changes proposal. After approved, it can be transferred to the approved-changes 

table. 

For a new course, course specific information is gathered. These are course title, course credit 

type, course credit value, term number, total terms number and course code at the receiving 

institution. To store this new course, the “spInsertLASelectedCourse” stored procedure is 

used to save all information. To save course related information, we have another DB table 

which is called “EWPLASelectedCourse”. In this table, we also store the type of the table (A, 

B or C), whether it is approved or not, status of the course (initially “inserted”) and which 

proposed mobility programme it belongs to, which is achieved by referencing to the 

proposed mobility programme table. After adding the course, the user has an option to 

remove it from the table. Also, as we add a new course to the table, the total credits of all 

added courses are shown below the table.Then, the user has a field to enter a web URL of 

learning outcomes at the receiving institution. After that, the student language level is 

provided with the language and cefr-level (e.g., B1). 

The next table about courses is “Table-B” where recognized courses are specified for the 

sending institution. For example, let’s say that the student will take the Course-A at the 

receiving institution and the equivalent of that course is Course-B at the sending institution. 

Then the user should add Course-B to the Table B to show that Course-B will be recognized 

for Course-A. The same fields for courses at Table-A apply for the Table-B with one 

additional field, which is recognition conditions. The same stored procedure and DB table 

used for Table-A are used for Table-B as well. After adding courses to Table-B, we can see 

the total credits of added courses below the Table-B. Also, we can remove an added course 

from the Table-B as we can do for Table-A. 

Final field for this operation is a web URL for provisions to be applied when the student does 

not complete some educational components successfully. After providing the provisions 

URL, we expect the user to press “Enter” from the keyboard. After that, all information (except 

courses information because it has own DB table) is ready to be saved to the DB table named 

“EWPProposedMobilityProgramme”. The procedure used for saving is called 

“spSaveProposedMobilityProgramme”. The user can reset or remove the provided 
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information from the DB by using the stored procedure called 

“spRemoveCoursesFromTableAandTableB”. The remaining proposed mobility programme 

related information is deleted from the DB by using the stored procedure called 

“spDeleteRowFromProposedMobilityProgrammeById”. 

Specifying Virtual Components Operation 

In this operation, the user specifies the virtual components (courses). The table representing 

virtual components is called “Table-C”. The user provides all virtual component related 

information. These fields are the same as Table-B with one additional field, which is the short 

definition of the course. After providing desired information for all fields, the user can save 

the virtual component.  The stored procedure used to save virtual components information 

to DB is “spInsertLAVirtualCourse”. This procedure saves this data to the 

“EWPLAVirtualCourse” table, which is very similar to the “EWPLASelectedCourse” table. 

There is also a main table called “EWPVirtualComponent” for virtual components. This table 

exists to be referenced by the “EWPLAVirtualCourse” table. It contains only a row for each 

virtual course. After adding a new virtual component, the user has an option to remove it. 

Also, below the Table-C, total credits of the added virtual components can be shown. 

To save a virtual component, we use the stored procedure called “spSaveVirtualComponent”. 

If resetting is required, all provided virtual components are removed from the DB by using 

the stored procedure called “spRemoveCoursesFromTableC” and also the 

“spDeleteRowFromVirtualComponent” stored procedure is used to remove the virtual 

component which is associated with the removed virtual courses. 

Sending Learning Agreement Operation 

In this operation, the user finalizes the LA process by signing it. Actually, two signatures are 

needed from both the student and sending institution’s individual responsible person. 

Without these two signatures, the LA creation process is not completed. That’s why, the 

receiving institution cannot be informed about it. Before signing and providing desired 

information, the user should read the leading paragraph that informs the user about the 

commitment. 

The student signs on the virtual component, which is allocated for the student signature. The 

sending institution’s individual responsible signs on the virtual component, which is 

allocated for the individual responsible signature. Additionally, the individual responsible is 

asked to provide his/her name, position and e-mail. The signature of either or both parties 

can be cleared. If this option is selected, the name, position and e-mail of the individual 

responsible, and both signatures from the DB are removed. The stored procedure that is 

used for this process is called “spDeleteRowFromCommitment”. 
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The stored procedure called “spSaveCommitment” saves the provided information to the 

table “EWPCommitment”. In this table, we store the signatures as Base64 strings, signature 

dates and the individual responsible person’s details that are the name, position and e-mail. 

After providing all desired information for all operations, the user can go back and change 

any of the information previously provide.  Once the user is ready, he/she can complete the 

learning agreement creation process, which triggers sending the details of the newly created 

LA to the receiving institution. This is the first step in the LA protocol, which is shown in 

Figure 3. We send an LA-CNR request to the receiving institution. This is a POST request and 

takes two parameters in the request URL. These parameters are sending-hei-id and 

omobility-id. The sending-hei-id is the IZTECH’s hei-id if it is the creator of the OLA, and 

omobility-id is assigned by the system automatically. We need the OLA-CNR endpoint of 

the receiving institution. For this, we use our DB table “EWPCatalogue” to obtain the 

necessary URL. After that, we generate and send our request with the obtained endpoint 

and a body, which is generated by sending-hei-id and omobility-id. After sending the 

request, we expect to get an empty XML response from the receiving institution that 

indicates they have got informed about the OLA. 

 

 

Figure 3. Workflow of OLA Scenario 

Then, the receiving institution makes a request to IZTECH’s OLA-get endpoint. The controller 

that handles OLA-get requests is called “OLAsController” and the method that specifically 

serves for OLA-get requests is called “Get”. This method needs two parameters, which are 

sending-hei-id and omobility-id and checks the DB if there is an OLA with the provided 

omobility-id. If there is such an OLA, then the XML that will be sent in the body of the 

response is prepared. 
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To represent our OLA tables in the DB, we have a model called “ResponseOLAsGet”. In this 

model, we have a field whose type is a list of “LearningAgreement”. “LearningAgreement” is 

a complex type to represent LA specific information. It has a lot of fields whose types are 

either built-in or user defined. The fields represent omobility-id of type string, sending-hei 

information of type “MobilityInstitution”, receiving-hei information of type 

“MobilityInstitution”, receiving academic year of type string in the “20xx/20xx” format, 

student information of type “Student”, start month and year of the mobility of type string, 

end month and year of the mobility of type string, eqf-level to be studied of type int, ISCED-

F code of type string, ISCED-clarification of type string, student language skill of type 

“StudentLanguageSkill”, first version of the OLA of type “ListOf_Components”, approved 

changes of the OLA of type “ListOf_Components”, changes proposal of the OLA of type 

“ChangesProposal”, URL of learning outcomes and URL of provisions. 

The complex type “MobilityInstitution” has four fields to represent hei-id, ounit-name, ounit-

id and contact person information. All fields are of type string except the contact person 

information. “ContactPerson” type represents the contact person information. It has four 

fields to represent given names, family name, email and phone number. All fields are of type 

string except the phone number. Its type is “phonenumber”, which stores the phone number 

in the E164 format. 

The complex type “Student” has fields to represent name, surname, global-id, birthdate, 

citizenship, gender and email of the student. All fields are of type string except that 

birthdate’s type is DateTime and gender’s type is “Gender”, which can only have 4 different 

values as defined by the EWP Docs. 

Another complex type is “StudentLanguageSkill”. This has two fields that represent language 

short name and cefr-level (e.g., B1, C1). Both of them are of type string. 

The complex type “ListOf_Components” has fields to represent studied components, 

recognized components and virtual components. Their types are “ComponentList”. 

“ListOf_Components” also has three other fields to represent student signature, sending-

hei’s individual responsible’s signature and receiving-hei’s individual responsible’s signature. 

These three are of type “Signature”. 

The “ComponentList” is a complex type that includes a list of “Component”, which is another 

complex type. The type “Component” actually includes course related information. It has 

fields for los-id, los-code, title, loi-id, term-id, credit, recognition conditions and short 

description. All of them are of type string except that the term-id is of type “TermId”, and 

credit is of type “Credit”. “TermId” is a complex type whose fields are term number and total 

terms as int type. “Credit” is a complex type too, which includes credit scheme of type string 

and credit value of type int. 
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The “Signature” is a complex type that includes signature related information. It has fields 

for signer name, signer position, signer email, signed date and time values, and the name of 

the application that the signature is created. All of them are of type string except that the 

signed date is of type DateTime. 

The complex type “ChangesProposal” is actually an extension of the type 

“ListOf_Components”. “ChangesProposal” inherits from “ListOf_Components”. Additional 

fields of “ChangesProposal” are a field representing student information of type “Student” 

and a field to represent the version id of the change’s proposal. 

To fill all of these mentioned fields of the model “ResponseOLAsGet”, we use all our OLA 

related DB tables by performing necessary SQL joins to be able to obtain the meaningful 

information to be written in the XML. To prepare the XML, we first serialize the model to the 

XML and then it is ready to be sent in the body of the response to the receiving institution. 

Displaying All Learning Agreements Operation 

To get all learning agreements from DB, we use the stored procedure called 

“spGetAllLearningAgreements”. In this procedure, we apply all required SQL joins with all 

tables related to LA in order to obtain each LA’s details. Also, we have two options to make 

any change for the created LA and to inspect the LA details without letting the user change 

any field. 

OLA-CNR API 

Let’s assume that a university prepares a new OLA and wants to inform IZTECH about the 

details. For this, that university should send an OLA-CNR request to the IZTECH’s related 

endpoint. The controller that handles OLA-CNR requests made to IZTECH is named 

“CnrController”. In this controller, we have a method called “PostOLAUpdateNotification”. 

This is a POST method that takes two parameters for sending-hei-id and omobility-id. After 

having these parameters, we prepare an empty XML for OLA-CNR response by using the 

model called “ResponseOLACNR”. 

In the meantime, we send an OLA-get request to the creator of the OLA, which is specified 

in the sending-hei-id, to obtain its OLA copy as an XML file. This OLA-get request process is 

handled as a background service. In the background, the “ExecuteAsync” method is run 

asynchronously and checks if there is a task to execute or not. If there is a task, then we 

execute the “DoWork” method of the “OLAUpdateWorker” class, which makes a request to 

the sending institution’s OLA-get API. 

To be able to send a request to the sending institution, we need to know the URL of its API 

endpoint. For this purpose, we have a method called “GetAPILink” in the “RegistryService” 

class. By using this method, we can get the OLA-get URL of the sending institution based on 

its hei-id. After obtaining the API endpoint url, we form our request URL with our hei-id and 
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omobility-id as query parameters. After that, we are ready to send a request to the sending 

institution and expect a response. 

After getting the XML response, we use our “ResponseOLAsGet” model to deserialize the 

information inside the XML. After deserializing the XML to our model, we write the provided 

information to the database by matching each field with the proper OLA tables. The DB 

tables that we fill for OLA when the XML response is obtained are “EWPStudentInfo” to store 

student information, “EWPSendingInstitutionInfo” to store sending institution information, 

“EWPReceivingInstitutionInfo” to store receiving institution information, 

“EWPProposedMobilityProgramme” to store proposed mobility programme information, 

“EWPLASelectedCourse” to store Table-A and Table-B courses, “EWPVirtualComponent” to 

store virtual component information, “EWPLAVirtualCourse” to store Table-C courses, 

“EWPCommitment” to store commitment information and “EWPLearningAgreement” to 

actually connect all OLA parts. To make a connection between OLA parts that belong to the 

same OLA, we have columns referring to six main OLA DB tables as foreign keys. With this 

approach, we can bring that specific OLA’s parts to the user interface to display to the user. 

OLA-index API 

We also have an API endpoint to serve for OLA-index requests. When there is a request to 

the OLA-index API endpoint of IZTECH, it is expected that IZTECH returns all available 

omobility-ids of OLAs in the database based on the sending-hei-id. 

The controller that includes the endpoint method, which is responsible for OLA-index, is 

“OLAsController”. The method name is “Index”. This method takes six parameters that are 

sending-hei-id, receiving-hei-id, receiving-academic-year-id, global-id of the student, 

mobility type and modified-since, which is actually about date and filters the returned 

omobility-ids according to this date. Since only the sending-hei-id is required, we focus on 

that parameter. When there is a request to IZTECH’s OLA-index endpoint, it provides all 

available omobility-ids in the IZTECH’s database for OLA. 

The model used for serializing the data to XML is called “ResponseOLAsIndex”. In this model, 

there is a list of strings that stores omobility-ids. This serialized XML is sent in the body of 

the response. 

OLA-update API 

Let’s consider a scenario where IZTECH creates a new LA with any receiving institution. At 

the beginning, when the student and IZTECH’s individual responsible sign the LA, it is time 

to send an OLA-CNR request to the receiving institution, which will result in an OLA-CNR 

response from the receiving institution. After that, we expect the receiving institution to 

make an OLA-get request to obtain that LA. Based on this request, IZTECH returns a response 

including the specified LA details. 
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If the receiving institution agrees on the details of the LA, then they should sign it and inform 

the sending institution, in this case IZTECH, about their approval. Therefore, to let IZTECH 

know that they have approved this version of the LA, they send a request to IZTECH’s OLA-

update endpoint. The controller that handles OLA-update requests is called 

“OLAsController”. The method that is serving for this endpoint is named as 

“PostOLAApproval”. This is a POST method, and it expects the XML directly in the body of 

the request. In this XML, sending-hei-id of the sending institution, omobility-id, changes 

proposal id, which is actually the version of the change’s proposal, and the signature 

information of the receiving institution are included. 

The model that is used to deserialize the XML is called “ResponseOLAsUpdate”. In this model, 

we have fields to represent sending-hei-id of type string and approve-proposal-v1, which is 

for the remainig parts of this XML. The approve-proposal-v1 field is a complex type named 

“ApproveProposalV1” that includes omobility-id of type string, changes proposal id of type 

string, signature for receiving institution of type “Signature”, which is mentioned above. As 

a response to the OLA-update request, IZTECH sends an OLA-update response to the 

receiving institution to indicate that the update request has been received successfully. 

Finally, IZTECH updates its local LA with the receiving institution’s signature information. 

Discussion 

This discussion part is composed based on observations, experiences, and discussions with 

partners. First of all, it is impossible to test a feature alone because of the system design of 

EwP. It requires another partner to be able to test, where almost have none agreed to do it, 

since it is time waste on their side. The system design of EwP works against in-house 

development in this respect. It is learned that companies who provide EwP software have 

established alliances to test their software against each other. The validator partly helps. By 

its name it is only a validator. Validation is part of testing but not the whole. Moreover, the 

EwP software of some providers do not pass some of the validator tests. So, the in-house 

developers face issues, kind of puzzles, to solve. For instance, one of the partners’ EwP 

software was not passing the validators for certain requests. When we contacted the 

company, they refused to help and said that their software passes tests with other vendors. 

We have lost almost one month to solve the puzzle. Even when we think we solved it; we 

cannot be sure without testing, which takes us to the beginning of the cycle. Since there is 

no guarantee that the EwP software providers follow the specifications and there is no all-

time ready partner to test, it takes long time and great effort to complete the features. This 

fact hinders the sustainability of in-house development of EwP software.  

In addition to all that, IZTECH has experienced another setback, when all the project 

members quitted their jobs at IZTECH in the middle of the project. The arrangement of a 

new team from the IT department was impossible. Thanks to the two professors in the 

Department of Computer Engineering, who agreed to work on the project part-time, the 

project regains its pace after several months, and a working software has been delivered. 
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Since there were no project documentation regarding to EwP software development in IT 

department, everything has been learned from the beginning and mostly through trial and 

error due to lack of complete specification with explanations and examples in EwP 

repositories and lack of testing capabilities. Another ongoing setback is experienced till the 

end of project with the deployment. The deployment server is under the control of IT 

department and its credentials cannot be given to the professors. For each deployment, the 

new team has waited not only hours sometimes a couple of days, which means that they 

cannot check the software even with the validator. 

At the end of the project, two last minute surprises occurred. One is related to the generally 

accepted ownership problem in software: “Who is the owner of the EwP software in the 

institution?” In IZTECH case, three parties, namely IT Department, part-time Professors, and 

International Relations Department, were involved but no one fully owns the EwP software. 

IT Department says that they have no resources to continue and the part-time Professors 

says, “we are here to help to complete the project but not further”. This lack of ownership 

caused the warning mails from ewp-tech@lists.erasmuswithoutpaper.eu not caught because 

the contact person at IT Department left IZTECH and not warned the parties that his e-mail 

is the contact point in EwP technical communications. So, IZTECH have been removed from 

dev-registry. To be retaken to dev-registry a procedure should be followed, which took a lot 

of time and caused us to miss our last chance in testing with project partners. The second 

surprise is that the project partner universities are not in dev registry anymore in 2023 

meaning that we cannot test with them. This is another setback for in-house development: 

“How a newly added feature will be tested in production environment in the future?” This is 

a big question. Therefore, all EwP software providers having their own test network makes 

sense, but this leaves in house development in an impossible position to continue further 

development.  

These facts are clear indication that the in-house development of EwP software is a serious 

challenge and its sustainability cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, the decision at IZTECH is 

to discontinue in-house development. 

Disclaimer: The code developed in-house at IZTECH cannot be fully tested, and therefore 

nothing is guaranteed. The implementers should use the code at their own risk. 

mailto:ewp-tech@lists.erasmuswithoutpaper.eu
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Appendix A 

The Database Schema 
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Appendix B 

The Simplified Class Diagram for OLA 
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